What a wonderful term we have had. We have been very busy for such a small school. It was amazing to see all that the students have achieved this term. It is very exciting to see all our students meet the end of the year benchmarks already. Thanks to all the hard-working staff, parents and students who have helped us to achieve such great results.

Next term we will need to develop our 4 year plan for the school after the wonderful School Review results we received.

Congratulations to Sam our P&C V.P and Julie our secretary who represented our school at the recent State P&C Conference. They were interviewed by ABC radio and were asked to present our school at a workshop. They represented us very well and we had lots of positive comments about our school.

The Term 4 calendar will be sent out the first day back to school next term. We will very busy again with swimming and ten pin bowling earmarked.

Have a wonderful holiday with your beautiful children. I will certainly miss their smiling faces every day.

Tam
** Sonya’s Snapshots **

This past fortnight, the students have been completing their poetry unit in English. We have had fun listening to silly poems and making up rhyming words, while also examining how to make poems more interesting with the use of alliteration and onomatopoeia. Prep students have been constructing their own poems, while Year 1’s have been comprehending poetry. Year 2’s and 3’s have also examined and altered poems over the last few lessons. Assessment has been completed and all children have worked diligently with this unit.

Our Perceptual Motor Program has included activities that promote and develop fine and gross motor skills. Next term we will participate in Minor Games where these motor skills will continue to be further developed.

Locating and representing places in Geography has comprised of mapping countries and oceans and drawing personal, local and regional places. Assessment has also finished with this unit and we will be commencing a new Science and Geography unit next term.

I hope you all have a great holiday! Enjoy a relaxing break and stay safe.

Sonya

---

** DATE CLAIMERS **

Fri 16 Sept  Marlborough District Soccer Carnival at Milman
Fri 16 Sept  Last Day of Term
Mon 3 Oct    Public Holiday
Tues 4 Oct   First day of Term 4.
Sun 16 Oct   Catering for Mower Races

**Our 3 school rules are:**
- BE SAFE
- BE RESPECTFUL
- BE RESPONSIBLE

** School Watch **

☎️ 131788

---

** P&C News **

Hi All,

On the 8th—10th September Sam and I attended the P & C State Conference in Gladstone. We attended many workshops and presentations. We presented “Milman” in a good news story, which has put a small school and community on the map. Out of the state conference we gathered a lot of useful information to help our school and community.

Next term we are having a “Harry Potter” School Disco, Grandparents Day with School Photos, and on October 15th & 16th we are running the drinks for the CQ Mower Races at Yaamba.

Thankyou for everyone's continued support. Looking forward to it continuing throughout the future.

Julie

---

** 2016 P&C Executive **

President—Ken O’Brien
Vice–Samantha Rozycki
Secretary—Julie Page
Treasurer—Jenny Hinchliffe

---

** James **

Be respectful and helpful.

---

** Daniel **

Be responsible and kind.

---
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Achievement Awards

9th Sept
Madeleine—for trying hard in all work areas.

Reading Eggs

29th August
Zachary—Gold Award for Map 7.

9th Sept
Madeleine—1st Map 1 Quiz and 2nd Map 2 Quiz.
Matilda—Gold for Map 4.
Sieragh—2nd Map 2 Quiz.

Magic Words

29th August
Madeleine—for knowing her 100 words by sight and spelling.

9th Sept
Zachary—for recognising and spelling his 300 sight words.

Mathletics

29th August
Madeleine—Silver
Matthew—Bronze

9th Sept
Matthew—2x Bronze
Zachary—Bronze
Fay—Bronze and Silver

15 Sept
Fay—recognise and spell 700 Words.
Matilda—recognise 200 Words
Sieragh—recognise 100 Words
Zachary—recognise 400 Words
Matilda—Purple, Lime and Lemon Words
Matthew—Recognise and can spell 600 Words
Tadhg—recognise 100 Words

15th Sept
Matthew, Sieragh and Zachary—Bronze
School Camp At Myella Farm Stay

Pink Floyd

Feeding Joey

Horse Riding
Getting the cows in and milking

The Farm Tour

Black headed Python

Termite Nest

The Soap Tree

Bottle Tree
Roping and whip Cracking

Picking Oranges

Feeding the chooks and collecting the eggs.
Most Adventurous Busy Bilby—Phoebe
Busy Bilby Garden Apprentice—Brax
Busy Bilby Best Friend—Charlotte
Busy Bilby Creativity Award—Bonnie
New Playgroup Buddy—Mitchell
Mini Explorer—Darcie
Harry Potter
Reading Corner
Term Attendance Awards

100% Attendance Awards—Tadhg and Fay

Above 95% Attendance Awards—Matthew, Zachary, Matilda, Madeleine and Sieragh.

Term Behaviour Awards

Madeleine, Zachary, Matthew, Tadhg, Sieragh, Fay and Matilda
Reading Crusader And Awards

PM Level 10—14 (Royal)  
Sieragh, Madeleine, Tadhg, and Matilda

PM Level 20—25 (Lime)  
Zachary.

Probe 7.0-8 (Dark Green)  
Matthew

Probe 9.0 –10.0 (Lilac)  
Fay